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BUILDING 
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APPS

Blockchain development is entering a period of explosive growth,  
as real applications gain traction throughout multiple industries 
and cryptocurrencies earn greater acceptance throughout the 
financial sector. Blockchain represents one of the most promising 
opportunities for developers to advance and succeed.  
Building Blockchain Apps is an accessible guide to today’s  
most advanced and robust blockchain programming models  
and architectures. 
 
Building on his pioneering experience, Michael Juntao Yuan  
covers a wide range of blockchain application development  
paradigms. The book starts with a concise introduction to  
blockchain and smart contract technologies. It then guides you 
through application development on Ethereum-compatible smart 
contract platforms. Ethereum is the largest and most robust 
blockchain ecosystem in the world.

Dr. Michael Juntao Yuan is the CEO of Second State Inc.,  
a VC-funded startup that builds and commercializes blockchain 
infrastructure software. He is also a cofounder of the CyberMiles 
Foundation, which focuses on building a decentralized e-commerce 
ecosystem on the CyberMiles public blockchain. Dr. Yuan has  
extensive experience with the development and commercialization 
of open source software. He was an early employee at JBoss  
and was a product manager at Red Hat. He is also the principal 
investigator of multiple research awards from the National  
Institutes of Health. He received a PhD in astrophysics from  
the University of Texas at Austin.

A DEVELOPER’S GUIDE TO BLOCKCHAIN  
PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS

COVERAGE INCLUDES

•  Ethereum topics such as tools,  
application frameworks, internal data 
structures, external data interfaces,  
and future roadmap

•  An introduction to new blockchain 
data protocol based on ElasticSearch, 
which provides insights into the 
current state of smart contracts and 
enables new application designs

•  How to build an application-specific 
smart contract protocol by modifying 
and customizing the open source 
Ethereum Virtual Machine and its  
programming language tools

•  How to extend and support language 
features that are most suitable for 
particular kinds of smart contracts 
(e.g., smart contracts for e-commerce 
marketplaces) with the open source 
Lity project

•  How to customize and change the 
blockchain consensus layer beneath 
the application layer via the popular 
Tendermint and Cosmos SDK  
frameworks

•  A survey of cryptocurrency and financial 
topics from the developers’ point of 
view, providing an analytical framework 
for valuating cryptocurrencies and  
explaining the roles of crypto exchanges
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Smart Contract 
Security and Best 
Practices 

By Victor Fang, PhD, Founder and CEO of AnChain.ai 

A smart contract, coined by American computer scientist Nick Szabo, is the 
revolutionary feature that defines blockchain 2.0, compared to the peer-to-peer 
decentralized transactions in the blockchain 1.0 era such as Bitcoin, Ripple, and so 
on.  

As of 2019, Ethereum is the most widely adopted smart contract–enabled 
blockchain. An Ethereum smart contract is decentralized software that can be 
executed and verified on the Ethereum public blockchain.  

Ethereum smart contracts are programmed in Solidity, a JavaScript-like 
programming language (ECMAScript syntax), and they run in the Ethereum Virtual 
Machine (EVM). You can learn more about Ethereum smart contracts in Chapter 6. 
Since Ethereum’s launch in 2015, developers have witnessed a plethora of successful 
applications, as follows: 

▪ Tokens, such as initial coin offerings (ICOs), security token offerings (STOs), 
and stable coins 

▪ Dapps, such as FOMO3D and CryptoKitties 

▪ Decentralized exchanges, such as the Decentralized Ethereum Asset Exchange 
(IDEX)  



However, developers have also experienced major security vulnerabilities that 
caused billions of dollars in losses and concerns among the blockchain communities.  

In this chapter, I will focus on the Ethereum smart contract and discuss the 
following:  

▪ Major Ethereum smart contract hacks and vulnerabilities in history 

▪ Best practices to secure smart contracts 

Major Ethereum Smart Contract 
Hacks and Vulnerabilities 
Since the launch of Ethereum, the community witnessed major hacks that took over 
the headlines. In this chapter, I will review a few major hacks and illustrate the 
vulnerabilities behind those exploitations. 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization Hack 
The decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) hack is probably the most 
notorious hack in Ethereum history. A DAO is a decentralized autonomous 
organization. Its goal is to codify the rules and decision-making apparatus of an 
organization, eliminating the need for documents and people in governing and 
creating a structure with decentralized control. 

In June 2016, an attacker drained 3.5 million ETH (about $50 million) from the 
DAO smart contract, after the ICO token sale had ended. It led to a hard fork of 
Ethereum. The technique the attackers used was re-entrancy. 

Re-entrancy is also known as recursive call vulnerability. It occurs when external 
contract calls are allowed to make new calls to the calling contract before the initial 
execution is complete. For a function, this means that the contract state may change 
in the middle of its execution as a result of a call to an untrusted contract or the use 
of a low-level function with an external address. The minimal example for 
re-entrancy is as follows: 
function withdraw(uint _amount) { 

    require(balances[msg.sender] >= _amount); 

    msg.sender.call.value(_amount)();  // Re-entrancy bug here. 

    balances[msg.sender] -= _amount; 

} 



In this code example, msg.sender.call.value can be exploited by hackers. 
An attack contract could recursively call it until all gas is consumed.  

In fact, re-entrancy is quite common. In October 2018, SpankChain, a 
cryptocurrency project focused on the adult industry, suffered a breach that saw 
almost $40,000 in ETH stolen.  

The AnChain.ai threat research team illustrated the recursive nature of re-entrancy 
when SpankChain was attacked, as shown in Figure 12.1. Note that the hacker 
launched the attack contract that would cause SpankChain to recursively send ETH 
to the hacker’s address, until all gas was consumed. Each call_0, call_1_0, and 
call_1_1_0_0 is an EVM internal transaction indicating an external smart 
contract call. In this case, each internal call stole 0.5 ETH from the SpankChain 
smart contract! 
 

 

Figure 12.1 The recursive nature of the re-entrancy when the SpankChain smart 
contract was attacked 

BEC Token Hack 



The Beauty Chain (BEC) token is particularly interesting because it shows how smart 
contract–based crypto assets can have a massive impact on a centralized crypto 
exchange (OK Exchange) in a subtle way, causing billions of dollars in losses.  

BEC was a high-profile cryptocurrency in China, and its stated goal was to be “a 
truly decentralized and beauty-themed ecosystem.” 

It started trading on OKEX on February 23, 2018. From its peak market cap of 
around $70 billion USD, it gradually came down to around $2 billion USD as of 
April 22, when its trading value suddenly dropped to zero. OKEX subsequently 
suspended trading of BECs. 

The BEC token hack was because of an integer overflow vulnerability in its 
ERC20 smart contract. The annotated code line in the following listing multiplies 
two uint256 numbers and assigns the result to another uint256 variable, amount. 
Unfortunately, there is no overflow checking on that line. When a hacker passes a 
legitimate but large uint256 variable, it can cause the product to overflow. Figure 
12.2 shows the transaction that exploits the integer overflow vulnerability. 
function batchTransfer(address[] _receivers, uint256 _value)  

                         public whenNotPaused returns (bool) { 

  uint cnt = _receivers.length; 

  uint256 amount = uint256(cnt) * _value; // Overflow 

  require(cnt > 0 && cnt <= 20); 

  require(_value > 0 && balances[msg.sender] >= amount); 

  balances[msg.sender] = balances[msg.sender].sub(amount); 

  for (uint i = 0; i < cnt; i++) { 

    balances[_receivers[i]] = balances[_receivers[i]].add(_value); 

    Transfer(msg.sender, _receivers[i], _value); 

  } 

  return true; 

} 

 



 

Figure 12.2 The exploited overflow vulnerability transaction of the BEC smart 
contract 

The way to prevent this hack is to use SafeMath for all arithmetic. In fact, this 
smart contract used SafeMath in all except this particular function, and it caused 
catastrophic damage not only to BEC but also to all exchanges that traded it.  

Note 
There are ways to prevent integer overflows in smart contracts. The Lity language and 
virtual machine extensions to Ethereum check for integer overflow at compile time and 
then detect and abort the smart contract when there are integer overflows at runtime. 
See Chapter 14 for more. 

The Parity Wallet Hack 
The Parity multisig bug vulnerability showcases another way that a cryptographic 
smart contract design bug can damage part of the ecosystem: the wallet. The 
impacted Parity wallet is one popular wallet for Ethereum and tokens.  

In fact, this bug is one of common bugs in the top-ten list from Open Web 
Application Security Project (OWASP), categorized under access control. These 
issues are common in all programs, not just smart contracts.  

The Parity multisig bug impacted all users with assets in a multisig wallet created 
in Parity wallet that was deployed after July 20, 2017, worth $155 million USD. This 
bug was patched immediately after the hack. 

The attacker sent two transactions to each of the affected contracts. 



Step 1: Obtain Exclusive Ownership of the Multisig  
In the wallet contract, the payable() function contains a bug that causes all public 
functions from the library to be callable by anyone, including initWallet, which 
can change the contract’s owners.  

Unfortunately, initWallet has no checks to prevent an attacker from calling it 
after the contract was initialized. The attacker exploited this and simply changed the 
contract’s owner state variable to the hacker’s addresses. This modified the access 
control and persisted in the immutable Ethereum blockchain.  

Step 2: Move All of Its Funds 
After the hacker took over the ownership, it was just a matter of invoking the execute 
function to send all the funds to the hacker’s account! This execution was 
automatically authorized since the attacker was then the only owner of the multisig, 
effectively draining the contract of all its funds. 

FOMO3D and LastWinner Dapp Hack 
Dapps are a dominant trend enabled by smart contracts. As of March 2019, there are 
2,667 dapps running on public blockchains, and the number will likely to grow 
tremendously. Please see Chapter 7 for more on Ethereum dapp development. 

FOMO3D is a gambling dapp (Figure 12.3) that was so popular in July/August 
2018 that it even congested the Ethereum blockchain. The FOMO3D game rules are 
simple and as follows: 

▪ A user buys a key, in other words, a lottery ticket, to participate. 

▪ When anyone buys a key, the countdown clock adds a few seconds, with 24 
hours being the maximum.  

▪ The final buyer when the clock hits 0 wins the jackpot! 

▪ Each key buyer receives random airdrop bonuses.  

In fact, FOMO3D is a typical Ponzi scheme that theoretically should never stop, 
because it is driven by human nature: greed. 

 



 

Figure 12.3 FOMO3D dapp, played by Victor Fang in July 2018 

Unfortunately, FOMO3D, and its copycat LastWinner, were both hacked in 
August 2018. Those hacks led to the discovery of blockchain advanced persistent 
threats (BAPTs). Advanced persistent threat (APT) is defined as stealthy and 
continuous computer hacking processes, often orchestrated by people targeting a 
specific entity. So, BAPTs are APTs applied to blockchains. 

Note 
According to MIT Technology Review, “In August 2018, AnChain.ai identified five 
Ethereum addresses behind an extremely sophisticated attack that exploited a 
contract flaw in a popular gambling game to steal $4 million.” 

Random number generation (RNG) is commonly used in dapps, just like all online 
Internet games. Think about online poker game. The house will generate the hand 
based on a random number generator every play.  



A perfect random number should mathematically have high entropy and cannot be 
predicted. However, on-blockchain RNG turns out to be quite challenging because of 
the nature of the blockchain: immutable, decentralized, transparent.  

Once the dapp has “bad randomness,” it will be exploited by hackers who can 
predict the game play.  

Note 
The Lity language and virtual machine extend the Ethereum protocol to provide highly 
secure random number seeds for smart contracts when the underlying blockchain 
consensus is delegated proof of stake (DPoS). Please see Chapter 14 for more 
details. 

The following is the code snippet of the FOMO3D airdrop() function that will 
generate a random number based on various sources such as timestamp, block 
coinbase, sender, and so on, yielding the result if the participant is the winner 
or not. 
function airdrop() private view returns(bool) { 

  uint256 seed = uint256(keccak256(abi.encodePacked( 

  (block.timestamp).add 

  (block.difficulty).add 

  ((uint256(keccak256(abi.encodePacked(block.coinbase)))) / (now)).add 

  (block.gaslimit).add 

  ((uint256(keccak256(abi.encodePacked(msg.sender)))) / (now)).add 

  (block.number) 

  ))); // Random number generation 

 

  if((seed - ((seed / 1000) * 1000)) < airDropTracker_) 

    return(true); 

  else 

    return(false); 

} 

Technically, this airdrop() function is bug-free. However, in the context of a 
blockchain-based smart contract, this code is vulnerable, as explained here: 

▪ The Ethereum blockchain takes seconds to reach the consensus.  

▪ This code can be executed in milliseconds in a typical computer, which is 1,000 
times faster than on the blockchain.  

▪ This smart contract source code is transparent to everyone on the blockchain. 

▪ All the random number seeds used are transparent to everyone on the 
blockchain; in other words, there’s a lack of entropy.  



Based on these facts, it is feasible for a hacker to design a malicious smart 
contract to exploit this bad randomness, by precomputing the airdrop() result, 
and participating in FOMO3D only when the result is known to be winning! Brilliant 
idea! 

Figure 12.4 visualizes the entire hacking campaign. There were 2 million 
transactions involved over the course of 2 weeks, and there were 22,000+ Ethereum 
addresses involved. Most of them were malicious attack smart contracts, launched by 
the five wallet addresses! 
 

 

Figure 12.4 Visualization of the BAPT-LW hacker group (more than five ETH 
wallet addresses) attacking LastWinner, a FOMO3D copycat dapp, in August 2018 

Unknowns and Beyond 
Note that these reported vulnerabilities may be only the tip of the iceberg. There are 
more than 1 million smart contracts deployed on Ethereum at the end of 2018, while 
only 50,000 of them contain publicly accessible source code.  



Based on research powered by the AnChain.ai smart contract auditing sandbox, 
more than 0.6 percent of the 50,000 mainnet-deployed smart contract source code is 
vulnerable to a re-entrancy attack. There are 57,911 known vulnerabilities among all 
of them.  

Even a known vulnerability can repeat history. On January 16, 2019, the 
Constantinople protocol upgrade was delayed, at the last minute, because of a 
security vulnerability enabled by EIP 1283. This vulnerability led to the possibility of 
a new re-entrancy vector making previously known secure withdrawal patterns 
(.send() and .transfer()) unsafe in specific situations, where the attacker 
could hijack the control flow and use the remaining gas enabled by EIP 1283. The 
upgrade was hence delayed. Otherwise, another Ethereum catastrophe would happen.  

On the other hand, there may be unknown vulnerabilities that already exist but 
have not yet been discovered, like zero-day bugs in the cybersecurity industry. 

I will conclude this section with the Decentralized Application Security Project 
(DASP) top-ten vulnerabilities of 2018: 

▪ Reentrancy 

▪ Access control 

▪ Arithmetic 

▪ Unchecked low-level calls 

▪ Denial of service 

▪ Bad randomness 

▪ Front running 

▪ Time manipulation 

▪ Short addresses 

▪ Unknown unknowns 

Best Practices for Securing Smart 
Contracts 
As you can see from the previously mentioned major smart contract hacks, 
developing secure smart contracts can be quite challenging.  



In fact, Steve McConnell’s “Code Complete” shows the following statistics for 
the number of bugs per line of code: 

● Industry average: About 15 to 50 errors per 1,000 lines of delivered code  

● Microsoft applications: About 10 to 20 defects per 1,000 lines of code 
during in-house testing and 0.5 defect per 1000 lines of code in released 
products 

Another challenge for the Ethereum blockchain is that it’s hard to change the 
smart contract code once it’s deployed. Think about Microsoft Windows patches that 
arrive weekly to fix known vulnerabilities. There is no such mechanism on the 
blockchain. It’s “code is law.” 

Note 
The Lity project provides a mechanism to upgrade Ethereum-compatible smart 
contracts on Lity-based blockchains. The idea is to declare the contract interface at 
the contract address and then provide proxy implementations of all the functions. 

Hence, it is critical to write secure code in the upcoming smart contract era. 
Fortunately, there are various projects and startups that aim to help developers secure 
their smart contracts by performing auditing to identify vulnerabilities.  

The following are a few best practices. 

Expert Manual Auditing 
The widely adopted way to audit smart contracts, especially the ICO tokens, is called 
expert manual auditing. Solidity is new programing language and lacks security tools 
compared to the commercial tools in the well-established cybersecurity industry such 
as Coverity for enterprise C++/Java source code auditing. The experts are mostly 
computer language experts with experience to identify vulnerabilities manually.  

Formal Verification 
Formal verification (FV) is one of the promising fields for smart contract auditing 
that aims to mathematically prove the source code correctness. According to an EE 
Times article by Alok Sanghavi, “Formal verification is the act of proving or 
disproving the correctness of intended algorithms underlying a system with respect to 
a certain formal specification or property, using formal methods of mathematics.” In 
fact, the formal method dates back 40 years ago, and there are various applications 



such as Windows leveraging formal verification to prove some of the critical kernel 
modules’ source code correctness. 

Sandbox 
A sandbox, simply put, is a specially designed virtual machine that can automatically 
execute the opcode instructions in a restricted environment. It’s a proven technology 
in cybersecurity; companies like FireEye and Palo Alto Network develop malware 
sandbox products that can detect the most sophisticated malware like APT32, and so 
on.  

For example, modern advanced malware is polymorphic, which means it will 
modify its own bytes, while most antivirus (AV) software still relies on 
signature-based detection, which is a hash of the payload bytes. Hence, this 
polymorphic malware can bypass the AV detection since they have different hashes, 
even though they function similarly. Alternatively, the sandbox will analyze the code 
execution behaviors and look for suspicious patterns in a fully automated fashion.  

Inspired by the proven success of the malware sandbox, AnChain.ai developed the 
world’s first smart contract auditing sandbox and launched in February 2019. A good 
sandbox product should have built-in features such as static analysis, dynamic 
execution, statistical analysis, code similarity, and so on. 

Tools 
Based on these best practices, the following are popular open source tools that can 
get you started with secure smart contracts: 

▪ Mythril Classic: This is an open source EVM bytecode security analysis tool. 
See https://github.com/ConsenSys/mythril-classic.  

▪ Oyente: This is an alternative for static smart contract security analysis. See 
https://github.com/melonproject/oyente. 

▪ Slither: This is a Solidity static analysis framework. See 
https://github.com/crytic/slither.  

▪ Adelaide: This is the SECBIT static analysis extension to the Solidity compiler. 
See https://github.com/sec-bit/Adelaide.  

Note 



The Lity project (See https://www.litylang.org) provides Ethereum-compatible tools to 
perform static analysis at compile time, using tools like Oyente and ERC Checker. 
See Chapter 15 for more details. 

Conclusion 
In this chapter, I covered the major Ethereum smart contract hacks and 
vulnerabilities in its short history and discussed best practices for securing smart 
contracts.  

Ethereum is still in its infancy. I consider it akin to the 1990’s internet, slow and 
vulnerable.  But it will soon become as mature as 2019’s Internet. However, with 
data breaches and APT hacks occasionally making headlines, even Internet security 
still has a long way to go. Security is a collaborative effort that involves many 
specialized experts, teams, and tools. Are you ready to secure your smart contracts? 




